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TAXING THE WGHT TO VOTE
than some of the figures now being talked
about ..... leading to more people evading it
and choosing not to vote.

The Government's proposal to introduce a poll
tax (or Community Charge, to give its
misleading title) is both a further attack on local
democracy and a tax on the right to vote).

The prospect for many councils who do not
want to increase the charge too much is that
they will have to drastically cut the services they
provide. Or will the government tell them to
charge for some services like rubbish collection
or for more parts of the education of our
children. Probably they will tell them to hand
some over to private firms who will impose their
own charges and produce a poorer service.

The fact that councils will not be able to levy
rates on business premises means that local
authorities will lose more than half of their
powers of taxation. This transfer of control to
central government, who will set a single
national business rate, will inevitably weaken
local accountability and result in business
paying a smaller share of the finance needed
for local services. This will, of course, mean that
individuals will have to pay a larger proportion.
What has already been a £1000 million shift
from people to business over the last 10 years
will become a lot more and at a time when
profits are soaring.
Every adult, irrespective of their ability to
pay, will now be subject to a flat rate charge
(while people on social security will get some
help, they will be expected to pay their share)
so that the better off may benefit at the
expense of the less well-off. For many
households, in the poorer areas, this will mean
a large increase in their bills compared to rates.
This will be a disincentive to many people to
register to vote. Although a separate register will
be compiled, this will clearly be compared with
the electoral register and some will choose not
to vote.
The poll tax will be far easier to evade than
rates and soon those who pay it will find their
charge increased to subsidise those who do
not. When the reduction in the real amount that

business will pay is transferred to people, then
pretty soon the poll tax will become far larger

The rates system clearly needs reform but this
undemocratic system is not the way. Any
system of local government finance must relate
to people's ability to pay and must not be linked
to the individual's right to vote ..... or perhaps
this Government also intends to introduce a
charge for every time we cast our vote.
Alun Lewis, IRSF

GLASNOST COMES TO CARDIFF

Cardiff Trades Union Council representatives welcome a party of young Trades Unionists from
Voroshilovgrad, Cardiff's twin town in the Soviet Union.
• Left to Right:
Alexander Kobitev
(Group Leader),
Marilyn Kemeny
(PreSident, Cardiff TC),
Alun Lewis
(Secretary, Cardiff TC),
Sergei Volkov (interpreter).
Photo: John Lewis

COUSE
The Career Teachers' Organisation
Heron House, 35/43 Newport Road,
Cardiff, CF2 lUJ. Tel: 493110

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SCHOOLMASTERS/UNION OF
WOMEN TEACHERS
Fighting for restoration of the
right to negotiate pay and
working conditions
Serving Members
Serving Education
Serving Democracy

Britain's largest Health Service Union
representing all grades of staff in the
NHS and staff employed in Social
Service Departments of Local
Authorities.
We Care For The Carers.
COHSE Regional Office, 32, Gelliwasted Road, Pontypridd.

EDITORIAL

LETTERS

Do they think they can fool us this
easily?

Dear Editor,

Duringthe months running up tothe last Election,
we were told repeatedly by this Government
about how strong the economy was, and how it
was improving so rapidly. Toa very large extent
it was on the back of "facts" like these that this
Government was elected for a third term.
Close examination of these "facts" however
shows many to be misleading to say the least.
One of these is the CBI's quarterly survey of
industrial trends. In this they ask industrialists
to predict how much they TH INK they will
expand production and output over the next
three months. In effect this is no more than a
survey of opinion and prejudice. As they are
predominantly of one particular political
persuasion we should not be amazed that what
they said was so optimistic.
Another example is the so-called growth in the
economy. There are various ways of measuring
the size of the economy, of which the Gross
National Product (GNP) is the favourite of this
Government. It measures in effect all financial
transactions in the country, including the
buying and selling of imported goods, stocks
and shares, insurance and financial services,
etc, etc. As the Yuppies get richer and spend
more on Mercedes cars, 10 room houses, and
so on, so this increases, but that proves nothing
about the health or otherwise of the Nation. If
we look instead at the Index of Manufacturing
Output we will see that eight years of Tory rule
have reduced this by 6% in real terms. But who
tells us that, certainly not the tabloid press, or
the TV companies.
Then we have the Balance of Payments and the
Balance of Trade. These are both normally
good indicators of our position with regards the
rest of the world, but they have one flaw-a
crucial part of the equation - the "Invisible
Earnings" have to be estimated. Before the
election these figures were very healthy indeed,
as good in fact as anyone in the City can
remember in a long time. And now we have the
largest Balance of Payments deficit in our
history. Why? The only possible explanation is
that the figures were pumped up before the
Election, to make the economy appear to be
better than it really was, and now they have to
be adjusted to suit. As these figures are
produced by a Government Department, we
surely don't have to look too far for the culprit.
So how do they get away with this deceit? Easy,
they own and control the media. We have the
worst newspapers in the world, and what was
once the finest broadcasting service, is now
just the government's lapdog. When an ex
secret-serviceman reveals a plot to overthrow
the democratically elected government of the
country, in most countries of the world mere
injunctions would not stop the press publishing
and being damned, but here, when the
Government in question was the Labour
Government of Harold Wilson, the Tories can
gag the press with ease.
As long as the press is weak and biased, so the
Tories can get away with their misleading half
truths. The truth spoken loud and clear will
defeat them, for their estate is built on a
foundation of lies. The king has no clothes, all
we have to do is get the press to report it.
Alex Bird, NGA
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Labour made great gains in Wales at the
General Election. Despite all the media
publicity on how well Labour did in Scotland, in
Wales we did even better, achieving a 7.5%
swing to Labour, the biggest swing of any area
in Britain, and obtaining 45% of the vote,
compared with 43% in Scotland.
The state of play now is Labour holds 24 seats,
gaining 4 from the Tories; Tories 8, losing 5
seats; Liberal/SOP 3; Plaid Cymru 3, gaining
one from the Tories.
Labour was the only Party in Wales to show an
increase in its overall vote and out of the 38
constituencies, only Caernarfon went against
the trend.
Labour's campaign was highly professional and
well organised at every level, and even the media
praised us for this. The Financial Times (13th
June) reporting on the Welsh campaign said:
"The election belonged almost entirely to
Labour which turned in a five-star performance
to equal anything achieved in Scotland.
Labour's red rose now flies with equal
prominence alongside Wales'red dragon.
Despite Labour's success in Wales, we failed to
achieve anything like it in England, and we are
still faced with a Tory Government which, from
past experience will do little to help the people
of Wales.
We still have to convince many people to support
Labour, including trade unionists, of whom only
43% voted Labour at the General Election.
Labour needs the help and support of all trade
unionists. If you would like to learn more about
the Labour Party, please write to:Labour Party Freepost, Transport House,
1 Cathedral Road, Cardiff CF1 1YZ.
Anita Gale, Secretary, Wales Labour Party
Dear Editor,
The Attack Continues
I read with interest Alun Lewis'sarticle in "Union
Eyes" Vol 2 No.2 for August 1987. I find myself
agreeing with all the points made about the
green paper on Labour Union Reform (Reform?).
The attack made on unions, is however
continuing in other areas, in other ways. No
better example can be found than the loss of
negotiating rights for teachers. Mr. Baker and
Mr. Walker (his Wales clone) have unilaterally
removed teachers rights to negotiate levels of
pay and some conditions of service. By the
time the next edition of "Union Eyes" is
produced all teachers in Wales will be suffering
under a new contract of work drawn up to
ensu're that teachers do more for less money.
(When worked on an hourly rate); Written into
the contract is a clause which ensures that
certain dl,lties, if not performed at school, must
be done at home. No teacher now can be
guaranteed a home/family life. They could, be
required at the direction of the employer for
certain tasks 24 hours per day! Thankfully the
NASUWT and NUT have issued guidelines to
ensure that its members are not exploited,
other associations not in the TUC are not as
supportive. One association actually sides with
this present Government!
The attack on basic trade union rights in
teaching, will continue. In late July the

Secretary of State for Education promised that
when he thinks about restoring our negotiating
rights, perhaps in 1990, he will ensure a nostrike agreement as a pre-requisite of this
restoration. In order to get back one basic right
teachers must forgo another. This will make for
a situation where teachers will negotiate, the
government will ensure that negotiations will
deliberately fail, and teachers will have no
weapon with which to demonstrate their
displeasure! Green paper tactics once again!
The NASUWT and NUT are the only unions in
teaching which will continue to fight for basic
trade union rights. If the TUC affiliated teachers'
unions fail or are rolled over by this Government's
centralist machine, who will be the next to
suffer? No public sector worker will be safe ever
again! The Tory attack will continue, only strong
TUC defences can protect us all'
Alun Jones, NAS/UWT
Dear Editor,
In September last year I began work as Tutor
Organiser for the WEA in South Glamorgan.
Although there has been a long tradition of
WEA activity in South Wales, I found that this
had, sadly, declined over recent years in South
Glamorgan. Yet, in an environment where
opportunities and resources are steadily
dwindling, the need for workers' education is
as great as ever.
The WEA is quite different from other
educational bodies in the sense that it is not
only a voluntary, but a democratic movement.
It is the students and affiliated members who
discuss and plan class programmes,
presenting a unique opportunity for
participants to control the form and content of
their own education.
People's History, All About Women, the
Development of 'Unemployment', Nicaragua
and Wales, the History of Butetown,
Introduction to Marxism, Current Affairs and
Nuclear Weapons, Nuclear Energy are just a
few examples of recent courses.
Trade Unionists can affiliate to their local WEA
branch -or help to form one where none exists.
As the Workers' Educational Association we
need your affiliation and your participation at
class and branch level. For a healthy democracy
association and education are a must.
If you would like further information you can
contact me on Cardiff 593346. I'd be glad to
hear from you. Or write to: Irene Magrath,
WEA Tutor Organiser for South Glamorgan,
11 Station Terrace, Cowbridge Road West, Ely,
Cardiff, CF5 4AA.

Published by Cardiff Trades Council
Designed & Typeset by Cloud Nine
Printed by Fingerprints (TU) FP 2371
Our apologies to all who have submitted articles
which were not included. Once again lack of
space prevents us from getting them all in.
Many thanks to all who have helped in some way.
Editor Alex Bird

Write to the Editor
c/o Fingerprints, Pen-y-WainLane,
Roath, Cardiff. Tel: (0222) 482582
The views expressed in Union Eyesare not
necessarily the views of the Trades Union
Council unless specifically stated.

DON'T BUY SOUTH
AFRICAN GOODS
The TUC slogan 'Don't Buy Time for Apartheid'
was used in their campaign to highlight the
situation in South Africa and Namibia and
discuss solidarity action that trade unionists
could take. One of the actions that will help the
call of the opressed black majority to isolate the
racist regime is the boycott of South African
and Namibian products.
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DON'T BUY SOUTH
AFRICAN GOODS

DON'T BUY PRODUCTS OF
APARTHEID· WHY?
Apartheid
minority.

Perhaps it is worth looking at one particular
area, the importing and selling of South African
fruit. Britain imports £38 million worth of
apples annually which is about 25% of all
apples exported from South Africa. Grapes
account for 18% of those exported and
amounts to £17 million; whilst the figures for
oranges are 26% valued at £16 million. The list
goes on including fruit and nuts, grapefruit,
avocadoes, lemons and pears.
Many shops stock these goods because of the
quality and cheapness, which leads us to
consider why these quality fruits are so cheap.
The answer simply is the price of labour in
South Africa. On many Outspan oranges, Cape
apples, peach farms and vineyards, black
workers are paid between £9 and £14 per
month; very few black agricultural workers earn
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The raclat atate has caused the death of 2,200 people
during the laat year.
25,000 people have been detained without trial· many
of whom are children.
On many Outapan orange. Cape apple, wheat and
peach farma and In vlnyarda, black woric:era are paid
between $9.00 and $14.00 per month. Very few black
workers earn as much as $30.00 per month.
Buying South AfrtClin products helps to maintain the
apartheid aystem. The people of South Africa and
Namibia ask lOt" your support In the boycott campaign.

~I

WHAT YOU CAN DO
look at the label before buying. Do not buy where yOtl
see "Products altha Republic of South Africa", "Produce
01 RSA", "Produce of Namibia".

~.

Complain tothe Store Managerforaelllng

thesegooda.

Write to the newspapers protesting about the sale of
gooda which support the apartheid system.

CHECK
BEFORE

"Council Rates keep going up" says the Government, "so
councils must be overspending". The fact is that the
Government has forced up the rates by cutting the grants it
gives to councils.
The Tories have cut the level of Rate Support Grant
every year since they took office in 1979.
In 1979180 the share of local government spending
met by government grants in England and Wales was
61 %. In 1986187 this figure has fallen to 46%.
In 1979180 the amount of local government spending
met by government grants in Scotland was 68.5%.
In 1986187 this figure has fallen to 56.1%.
If Rate Support Grant had bee!'! held constant since
1979180 it would be over £3,000 million higher in
England in 1986187.
.
The cumulative amount of Rate Support Grant lost to
English local authorities since 1979180 amounts to a
massive £13,000 million. That's about £750 lost to
each household.
In addition to these overall cuts the Government has used
various methods to cut the spending of individual councils.
First a system of arbitrary spending targets was brought in.
If your council spent over this limit its grant was cut.

THE
YOU

LABEL
BUY

as much as £30 per month. Despite the wealth
of South Africa and talk of reform, the wages of
black agricultural workers have even declined
over the last few years.
Don't support Apartheid. Boycott Cape apples,
pears and grapes and Outspan oranges,
grapefruits and lemons.
Lionel Barnes (Secretary. Cardiff AntiApartheid Movement).
For more information about Cardiff AAM,
contact Lionel Barnes, 19 Rhymney Street,
Cathays. Tel: 26021.

ADVERTISE IN UNION EYES
Union Eyes is the official publication of
Cardiff Trades Union Council and is
available free to every trade unionist in the
Cardiff area, giving a potential readership of
approximately 60,000 people.
DISPLAYADVERTISING-Camera readycopy.
Quarter Page
£75.00
Eighth Page
£40.00
Sixteenth Page
£22.00
Thirtysecond Page
£12.00
Lineage/Semi Display-£4.00 per column
centimetre (column measure 60mm).
Classified - 20p per wordminimum £4.00.
Series bookings will get you a discountapply for details.
Please make cheques payable to Cardiff
Trades Union Council.

This system has now been scrapped, but the way in which
grants are distributed has been severely tightened. The end
result is much the same - extra spending on services leads to
a loss of grant.

RATECAPPING
Ratecapping was introduced in 1984. It gives the
Government powers to limit directly the rates, either of named
councils (the selective scheme), or of all councils (the general
scheme). 50 far only the selective scheme has been used - 18
councils were ratecapped in 1985/86, * 12 in 1986/87 and 20
in 1987/88. Nearly all are Labour-controlled.
Ratecapping is direct interference in local democracy, it
means centrally imposed cuts. And it has been imposed on
councils covering some of the most deprived areas in the
country - like Hackney, Lambeth, Liverpool, Newcastle and
50uthwark.
And the worst thing about ratecapping is that it's totally
arbitrary. The Government sets the rules on how it chooses
councils, and it's changed these rules every year. That is why
the City of London, which spends about twice what the
Government says it should, has never been ratecapped.
*The first year of ratecapping led to a confrontation between the ratecapped
Labour-controlled councils and the Government. The councils were not prepared
to implement cuts dictated by the Tories. Several councils, therefore, took legal
advice and delayed setting their rates. Following a prolonged bottle through the
courts, councillors from two of those authorities - Lambeth and Liverpool - have
been surcharged and disqualified from office. The Labour Party has pledged
that the next Labour Government will abolish these powers of surcharge and
disqualification.
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During the summer, Alun Lewis, the Trades
Council's Secretary visited the Soviet Union for
what he thought would be just an interesting
holiday, but which turned out to be an
unforgettable experience. Weprint below some
of his impressions to give you just a flavour of
the place, but it has to be said that words
cannot do justice to the total culture shock that
overtakes you in a Socialist country. It is SO
different it has to be experienced to be believed.
One of the best ways of reducing international
tension must be for people from different
societies to visit each other's countries.
It is impossible to come away from the
Piskaryovskoye Cemetery in Leningrad and still
believe that the Soviet people there really want
another war. There you will find the mass graves
of the hundreds of thousands of people who
died through starvation and bombing during the
900 days siege in World War II. Just about as
many people were killed in that city as British
people were killed in the war and it is impossible
to conceive of the horrors they had to endure.

VISIT TO SOVIET UNION

estimate, as it would depend on the length of
stay and itinerary. If anyone thinks they might be
interested, then please let me know at the address
below. There is no obligation at this stage.

A social evening in Novgorad organised by their
International Friendship Society which gave the
opportunity for British and Soviet people to
meet and talk informally.

Alun Lewis, 80 Cottrell Road,
Roath, Cardiff CF2 3EZ.
Children at a Young Pioneers Camp near
Suzdal. The Pioneers are a much larger version
of the Woodcraft folk (featured in an earlier
Union Eyes) and children go for about three
weeks during the summer and this may be
financed by their parent's workplace and trade
union. As well as welcoming us with a large
cake, an enjoyable concert was laid on as well
as a tour around the camp.

There can be very few people in the world who
wantto see wars continue and while people will
have different views of the type of societies in the
socialist part of the world and those in the capitalist
world, there is no reason why people of different
countries cannot live peacefully together.
The organising of visits between Cardiff and their
twin town in the Soviet Union, Voroshilovgrad
can only be welcomed for the small part they
play in improving international understanding.
When asked the question "What if a quarter of
a million American families visited the Soviet
Union and a quarter of a million Soviet families
did the same?", one US Republican Senator
replied that it would be impossible to over
estimate the effect. One can only agree with that.
This year sees the 70th anniversary of the
Soviet Socialist Revolution. In that time the
country has seen vast changes, and it is no
exaggeration to say that in some parts they
have progressed three centuries in that time,
and the pace of change is still phenomenal.
Some time in the future we hope a holiday trip
can be organised for Trades Unionists and others
from Cardiff. The cost would be difficult to

If

A monument to the heroic defenders of Leningrad during the war. Considering the devastation that
the bombing must have caused it is amazing to see the restoration that has taken place in this
beautiful citY.

YO U are involved in
PRINTING

then the union for
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Contact:
John Slater,
Branch Secretary,
1 Bradenham Place, Penarth.
Tel Penarth 703539
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is
We offer an efficient speedy
service for union journals
including despatch and
mailing if required.
Why not ring for a quote.

CARDIFF 482582
T9 Penderyn, Pen-y-Wain Lane,
Roath, Cardiff.

ANTI APARTHEID CAMPAIGNERS
WALK FOR SOWETO

~~~
~

S.O.G.A.T., 82

Wales and the West Branch
The largest Union in the
Printing Industry
representing staff and
process grades.
During the summer a sponsored walk was organised by the Anti Apartheid Movement towards
medical aid for Soweto. As can be seen, not only was it a super day out but well over £2,000 has
been raised so far, and more is coming in. If you want to contribute, please send what you can to
Soweto Appeal, c/o WAAM, 119 Glenroy Street, Roath, Cardiff.

Application for membership, please contact:Mr. A. J. Walsh, Branch Secretary,
5 Gelliwastad Road, Pontypridd,
Mid Glamorgan, CF37 2BP.
Tel: (0443) 402518-407011.

PEACE WEEK
If you are not sure - THEN ASK
If you would like more information - THEN ASK
If you would like a speaker to come to
your branch - THEN ASK.

IN SOUTH GLAMORGAN THERE IS A TRADES
COUNCIL IN THE VALE OF GLAMORGAN AND
ONE IN CARDIFF.
Just return the slip below to:
Alun Lewis, South Glamorgan Association of
Trades Councils, 80 Cottrell Road, Cardiff CF2 3EZ.

D We would
D We would

like to affiliate
like to know whether

we are already

D We would

like more information

D We would

like a speaker to visit our branch

Union

During the first week of August the South Glamorgan Peace Network held its annual Peace Festival;
South Glamorgan County Council backed the event, initiated to mark the County's status as a
"Nuclear Free Zone", and to commemorate the passing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki days. As well as
a childrens painting and writing competition, organised with the co-operation of the county
education department, there are various events throughout the city. Our photos show the
culmination of the peace picnic beside Roath Park Lake, where a myriad of candles are floated on
tiny rafts by the children present.

WORKING TOGETHER IN WALES
Wales Co-operative Centre provides Free Services to help create employment
through Workers' Co-operatives.
Workers' Co-operatives are democratic businesses which two or more people
can run, pooling resources and responsibility. Profits are shared and each
member is personally involved in the quality of product or service.
Wales Co-operitive Centre has Development Officers based in Bangor,
Lampeter, Merthyr Tydfil and Rhyl as well as marketing, training and financial
advisors based in Cardiff.:
FIND OUT MORE
by phoning Cardiff (0222j 554955.

W ALES CO-OPERATIVE CENTRE

CANOLFAN CYD-WEITHREDOLCYMRU
Llandaff Court Fairwater Road, CARDIFF CF5 2XP.
Founded by Wales TUC. Sponsored by the Welsh Office, Welsh Development Agency, Mid-Wales Development, E.E.C., County, Borough and
District Councils of Wales.

•••
m

Branch
Name/Address

of Branch Secretary

Telephone

r!J

WIEIA

WORKERS' EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

WEA classes starting in September in South
Glamorgan include:
Peace Studies . Local History
Women and Health . Heroes and Villains:
Reagan's America' Current Affairs
and Marxism After Marx
Classes are decided upon and planned by
WEA students and members themselves.
If you are interested in attending classes,
joining or fonning a WEA branch, contact:
Irene Magrath, WEA Tutor Organiser for
South Glamorgan, Hill Side, Tumble Hill,
St. Nicholas, Cardiff.
Tel: 593346/552277.
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TEACHERS DENIED
HUMANIDGHTS
First there was was GCHQ, when this
Government took away the basic right to join a
Trade Union from surely the most loyal servants
of the Crown, on the pretext of State security.
Then the teachers were denied the right to
negotiate their own wages and conditions of
service, on the pretext that ... Did they ever
produce a pretext?
If the outrage continues, who will be next?
These assaults on freedom are matters which
demand the urgent attention of all who cherish
liberty.
The imposition of new systems of "education"
without rightful discussion with educators is the
mark of the despot and an offence against
democracy. Having reduced teachers in state
schools to the level of serfs by taking away their
negotiating rights, the government now seeks
to short-circuit fair dialogue with the rest of the
community as it plunges the nation further into
the abyss of educational absurdity.
The thin end of the wedge!
No genuine educationists would deny the need
for change in management and curriculum
matters. They do, however, challenge the
method of change and fairly claim the right to
be involved in reasoned discussions with those
affected. Severely harming professionals and
ignoring their advice ill serves democracy. To
argue that the ends will justify the means is the
sort of argument oppressors normally use. No
matter how successful the propaganda, the
end product will be flawed.
Whether one believes in the "conspiracy" or the
"cock-up" theory of history, the time has come
to call a halt to present hastiness particularly in
view of the ill-resourced state of education in
Britain. Around the world are examples of
regimes which began their sinister rule by
conditioning their peoples to believe that
removal of human rights was a temporary
measure designed to bring stability and
prosperity. All too often the evidence suggests
that the mood of the people at that time ran
along the lines of "We'll give them a try". Alas!
once power was delivered up-or taken-then
the trust was swiftly abused and liberal
opposition crushed. Tyrants are notorious for
capitalising on the relatively slow progress of
those with liberal views when it comes to
organising and articulating the case for
reasonableness.
Unless we call those in power to account now
then it may be too late to prevent further
threatened excesses. We need to act together.
As Thomas Paine argued. "Those who expect to
reap the blessings of freedom must, like men,
undergo the fatigue of supporting it:'
Thankfully, brave men insisted on their rights at
Tolpuddle. No less should we.
Haydn Waters, NAS/UWT

SUPPORT LIVE MUSIC
The Wales TUC has expressed its concern at
the growing use of recorded music in clubs and
similar establishments to the exclusion of live
performances by musicians.
It calls upon trade unionists, who sit upon club
committees etc, to think of their fellow trade
unionists and to resist the practice of recorded
music and to use, where possible, live
musicians so fighting against unemployment in
the entertainment industry.

UNEMPLOYMENTWORKING IT OUT
This is a new scheme operated by Community
Education at the Open University. The aim is to
get people to work together to improve their
situation as much as possible, in a flexible,
informal, friendly atmosphere with no charge.
Some packs are available.
For more information contact: Rachel Haskins,
Community Education Resource Centre,
Rumney Technical College, Trowbridge Road,
Rumney, Cardiff, CF3 8XZ. Tel: (0222) 31596.

CAMPAIGN FOR WORK
Arising from 'Hands. Across Britain' is the
ongoing 'Campaign For Work'. The aims of the
campaign are for the British people, parties etc
to reassert their committment to full
employment; to reassert the need for work and
an adequate income for all; to provide a voice
for unemployed people and to promote study
about the best methods of reducing
unemployment.
On 26 June 1988 it is intended to hold a
'Festival for Work' in cities, towns and villages
throughout Britain. If interested in working for
this or other aspects of the campaign, contact:
'Festival for Work', 45 Cholmeley Park,
London N6 5EL.

THE FUTURE FOR OUR
SCHOOLS
The proposed changes that the Tories intend
bringing to our schools amount to a dismantling
of the state education system and as well as
being of concern to teachers, pupils and
parents are also of concern to anyone
interested in the future of Britain.
Cardiff Trades Union Council propose to hold a
conference on November 28th which as well as
explaining the implications of the proposals will
also deal with the need to campaign against
these and fight for the education system our
children deserve. (See listings page 7.)
As well as being open to trade unionists, all
people with an interest in education whether as
a student, parent, councillor etc are welcome to
attend. More information available later, in the
meantime contact: Alun Lewis, 80 Cottrell
Road, Roath, Cardiff CF2 3EZ. Tel: 494748.

TRAVELLING
STUDENTSHIP 1988
This scholarship is offered by the
Commonwealth Relations Trust to enable a
British trade unionist to visit a Commonwealth
country for about three months. Candidates
should be between 28 and 40. Details and
applications form available from
TUC National Education Centre,
77 Crouch End Hill, London N88DG.
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EDUCATION AWARDS
FOR TRADE UNIONISTS
A limited number of bursaries with automatic
entitlement to a place for full-time study from
September 1988-July 1989 at one of Ruskin
College, Oxford; Coleg Harlech; Hillcroft
College, Surrey; Northern College, Barnsleyare
offered by the TUC.
Awards of £500 each (grants may be available
from local authorities) are available to people
aged 20 or over on 31 December 1987 who are
members of organisations affiliated to the TUC.
Application forms (which must be returned by
31 March 1988) are available from TUC
National Education Centre, 77 Crouch End Hill,
London N8 8DG. Written work of between
1,000 and 2,000 words will be required.

TRADES COUNCIL
BADGE
Fancy designing a badge. The TUC are to
produce one for Trades Councils. Designs are
invited and should be sent to the
TUC, Congress House, Great Russell Street,
London, WC1B 3LS by 27th November.

HELP THE HOMELESS
Throughout the world 100 million people have
no shelter whatsoever; they live on pavements
or rubbish tips. In the cities of developing
countries families live in slum and squatter
settlements. Here in the UK and in Wales
homelessness is a growing problem.
Tohelp raise funds to help the homeless, the
International Year of Shelter for the Homeless
(supported by the TUC and Wales TUC) have
organised a "One Hour's Pay Campaign" which
invites people in employment to donate one
hour of their pay.
If you can help organise a collection or wish to
donate, contact IYSH, 387 Newport Road,
Cardiff, CF2 1RP.Tel: (0222) 496841.

AIDS
The Wales TUC and the Welsh AIDS campaign
propose to hold a conference on AIDS
specifically in relation to the workplace. It is
intended to hold this on 4th November at the
Heath Hospital. For more information, contact:
WTUC, 1 Cathedral Road, Cardiff, CFl 9SD.

FIGHTING
PRIVATISATION

nalga
Cardiff
Branch
Let's make sure that our
essential services stay
public. Profit and
service don't go together.

----------

THE FORGOTTEN PENSIONERS
Britain today is more divided than for many
many years and many of the 8 million or more
now living on or below the poverty line are
pensioners.

At £39.50 for a single person and £63.25 for a
couple, the British pension represents only
30% of average earnings. In Belgium the rate is
75% of average earnings, in Germany it is
67%, in Italy and France 60%. If other
countries can look after their pensioners, why
not Britain?
The half million pensioners in Wales look to the
Labour movement for help and support. The
Wales TUC has responded by setting up the
Wales Pensioners.
The Wales Pensioners aim to get pensioners'
organisations working together with trade
unions, retired members sections, local
authorities and other bodies. We are
campaigning vigorously for a decent level of
penSion (half average earnings for a single
person and two thirds for a couple) but our
concerns range far wider.
This government has abolished the Death
Grant and replaced it with a repayable meanstested loan. Cuts in Housing Benefit will affect
2Y2million pensioners. Crime and violence are
increasing while health and welfare provision
fade away.

This government has cut the link that tied
penSion increases to either the increase in the
Wages Index or in the Retail Prices Index,
whichever was higher. Already this has eroded
pensions by £7 .00 for a single person and
£11.00 for a married couple. In 1986 the
pension increase was kept down to 2.1%,
barely half the rate of inflation.

-

We lobby Parliament, the Welsh Office, MP's,
local authorities and anyone who could help
penSioners. We are also trying to persuade
more unions to keep in touch with their retired
members and provide them with much needed
support. If you would like to join us or want
more information then contact me:
Les Paul, c/o Transport House, Cathedral Road,
Cardiff. Tel: (0222) 394521.
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Tradingfor a fairer world-

CRAFTS.

TEA.

COFFEE.

RECYCLED

FOODS.

CLOTHING

PAPER PRODUCTS

For further information - contact Judith Billingham
22, Butleigh Avenue, Cardiff.
Telephone 567249

IDI

II

IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT ABOUT SOMETHING
YOU HAVE HEARD. SEEN OR READ IN THE
MEDIA- THE NW WOULD LIKE 10 KNOW.
IF YOU FEEL THAT ANY MEDIA ITEM DOES NOT
CONFORM 10 THE HIGHEST PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS THEN WRITE WITH DETAILS TO:
Ethics Council, National Union of Journalists,
Acorn House, 314 Grays Inn Road, London WCI.

LISTINGS
Each issue will feature a listings column. Send us
details of your meetings, regular or one-off and we will
include it for FREE.
3rd Thursday each month -Transport House,
7.00 p.m. Cardiff Trades Council.
First Tuesday each month - Cardiff Anti Apartheid
Group, Friends Meeting House, Charles Street at
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday October 14th -7.30 p.m., Moorlands
Hotel. Meeting to mark the 75th Anniversary of the
African National Congress.Guestspeaker from the ANC.
Wednesday October 14th-8.00 p.m. till late.
The Bank Cafe/Bar, 96/97 St. Mary Street. Save
Howardian Action Campaign -Spectacular Night Out.
Live Bands and Disco. £2.00.
Saturday October 17th-2.00 p.m. Anti Apartheid
Picket of the Shell Station, Newport Road (nextto MFI).
Protest at Shell's support for the South African regime.
Saturday October 17th -8.00 p.m. till late. Skint
Video (from Saturday Live) plus Heavy Quartet plus
Stalls etc. Great Hall JSU, £4.00 (£2.50 unwaged).
Tickets from Labour Party Wales or Spillers Records.
Sunday October 18th-S. Glamorgan County H.Q.,
Day School to Stop Hinkley C organised by Friends of
the Earth and Radio Active Times. Further details
from Margaret Minhinnick, FoECymru, 3a Lias Road,
Porthcawl. Tel: (0656) 715185
Thursday October 22nd -7.00 p.m.
Transport House. Question Time style Forum: Can
Unemployment be Abolished, organised by Cardiff
Trades Union Council-Guest Speakers, Councillor
Paddy Kitson, Ron Longworth (New Openings) and
CPSA Representative-All welcome.
Saturday October 24th -11.30 a.m. Lawcourts, King
Edward VII Avenue. Free the Children -Anti Apartheid
National Demonstration. March and Rally to protest
the dete,ntion without trial of children as young as 7
by the racist South African regime.
Monday October 26th -7.30 p.m. Transport House,
Campaign against the new David Alton Abortion Bill.
Meeting to form campaign group.
Friday October 30th to November 5thComrades-Chapter Cinema One. Film about the
Tolpuddle Martyrs. Details- Box Office 39606l.
Saturday October.31st-6.30 p.m. Maesteg Town
Hall. Expand the Coalfields-Close Nuclear Plants.
South Wales Womens' Support Groups Public
Meeting. Guest Speakers Arthur Scargill (President of
the NUM) and Laurie Prescott.
Wednesday November 4th-Day School.
Aids in the Workplace. £2.50 including buffet
lunch. Details from Wales TUC, Transport House.
Thursday November 26th-7.00 p.m. Transport
House. Question Time style Forum on Energy Policy
organised by Cardiff Trades Union Council-Guest
Speakers-All welcome.
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President
SydTierney

General Secretary
D. Garfield Davies

UNION OF SHOP DISTRIBUTIVE
AND ALLIED WORKERS

Divisional Officer
B. T.Ropke
WALTER PADLEY HOUSE
42 CH~~i~SR~TREET

Saturday Noyember 28th - Half Day Conference on
Schools Education Policy.Organised by Cardiff Trades
Union Council. 10.00 a.m. -l.00 p.m. South
Glamorgan County Hall, Newport Road. Speakers
from both main Teachers Unions. All welcome.
Further details from Alun Lewis, 30 Cottrell Road.
Tel: (0222) 494748.
Saturday November 28th -One Day Conference:
Ireland-The Cause of Labour. Patron Sean McBride
(Founder of Amnesty International), Camden Centre,
Bidborough Street, London NWl. Further details from
BM Box 5335, London WC1N 3XX or from Newport
TOM, c/o 10 Bailey Street, Newport, Gwen!:
Saturday December 5th-Day School-Womens
Services with Jo Richardson. Details from Wendy
Mustill, Transport House. Tel: (0222) 372345.
If your meeting's not here, let us know. Write to:
The Editor, c/o Fingerprints, Pen-y-WainLane,
Roath, Cardiff. Tel:482582.
7

BLACK JOBLESS SHOCK
It is harder to get work in Cardiff if you're black.
This stark fact comes as a shock to the people
of Cardiff who enjoy living in a multi-racial city
with a good name for harmony.
But it is true. Whether it's local government,
business, shops or hotels, most of the workers
are white.
Unemployment in Butetown is the highest in
the city, with youth unemployment over 30%.
For those who are in work, the area has the
most unskilled and semi-skilled workers in
Cardiff.

47 LIVERPOOL
COUNCILLORS TO BE
BANKRUPTED
-LabOurPciity
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As we go to press the Government is about to
start proceedings to bankrupt all 47 of the
Labour Councillors who defied this Tory
Governments attempts to make them cut
services over the period of 83 to 87.

Marilyn Kemeny, NW

HOW WOULD YOU
FEEL?
How would you feel if you faced discrimination
in employment, education, leisure and many
other fields but had no recourse to law,
nowhere to go even if you could prove that
discrimination had occurred. That is the
situation that faces disabled people in Britain
today.
Employers will often refuse to even consider
disabled people, even when their disability can
have no possible relevance to the job. The
ranks of higher education are still largely closed
to disabled people and, right here in Cardiff,
clubs operate totally unreasonable bans against
disabled people.
Unlike victims of racial or sexual discrimination,
disabled people have no legal protection
against discrimination and attempts to
iDtroduce anti-discrimination legislation have
been blocked by the Conservative government.
The idea of anti-discrimination legislation
clearly enjoys widespread support. What is
needed now is a widespread campaign to move
the issue up the political agenda. Trade unions,
political parties and other groups can do a
great deal in this respect and if anyone wants
more information please contact me on Cardiff
40155.
Kevin Hutchens, TGWU 4/45 Branch
Q

JohnM. Doel, Solicitor(Hons), B.Sc (Econ) (Wales)
91 St. Mary Street, Cardiff CF11DW.
'Jel: (0222) 33578 or 387607
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The Commission for Racial Equality has
announced that it will be conducting a survey
of employment practices locally, which is a
move we welcome, but in the meantime if you
have ideas about what can be done, or
complaints about how things are, contact CTUC
President, Marilyn Kemeny: ring 482975
(evenings). Perhaps between us, we can push
for a change.

Solicitors
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Cardiff Trades Union Council is extremely
concerned about the situation and wants to do
what it can to put matters right, but we need
your help. If you have suffered discrimination in
applying for jobs, let us know - perhaps we can
approach the employers.

Doel & Parker

Until they were arbitrarily dismissed from office
by a Government Minister these councillors
carried out a determined, although ultimately
unsuccessful attempt to resist this
Government's policies by refusing to set a Rate.
For this action, which is deemed to be illegal,
they have been surcharged over £'12 million
including costs, which, being ordinary working
and non working people they cannot afford to
pay. They are therefore to be bankrupted,
which means they will lose all their possessions
and be thrown out of their homes. In addition
they will not be able to get a loan or credit
again.
An appeal has been launched to help them and
their families financially, whose sponsors
include, Jack Jones (TGWU), David Blunkett
MP, Eric Heffer MP, Dennis Skinner MP, and all
the Liverpool Labour MPs.
Just as the Clay Cross Councillors did before
them, these councillors have put their
livelihoods on the line fighting for what they
believed in. We must not let them stand alone.
Donations should be sent to:
Liverpool 47 Defence Fund,
c/o Merseyside Trades CounCil,
Unemployed Resource Centre,
Liverpool L1 9AX.

FOCUS ON UNION
FORUMS
Cardiff Trades Council has organised a series of
open forum discussions on the format of TV's
'Question Time' covering major issues affecting
trades unionists and everyone else.
The two forums held so far have been on
racism ,and disarmament. A third, on
unemployment, was postponed due to the
Election and is now on October 22nd. A fourth
has been organised on Energy Policy on
November 26th.
At the first forum on racism, Hanif Bhamjee,
Secretary of Wales Anti-Apartheid, called for
action, in the form of People's Sanctions,
against the South African regime. Cardiff City
Councillor, Gaynor Legall, focussed on
problems nearer home. Trade unions, she said,
were less ready to deal with racism here than
with injustice on the other side of the world.

Peace

Shop Ltd.
56, Mackintosh Place, Roath,
Cardiff,Wales.Tel:(0222) 489260.
Open Tues-Sat 10.00 a.m.-5.00 p.m. or
call at the stall in the Hayes every Saturday.
Original Peace Cards· New Red Choir Album
New Dave Burns Record . Lots of gift ideas
Vegetarian cafe' campaign materials,
books, mags etc.

AIDS HELPLINE
Mondays - Fridays
6.00 p.m.-9.00 p.m.
Tel: 223443
The Aids Helpline exists to give
confidential advice and counselling
to everyone worried about aids.

Wales' most exciting &
innovative Arts Centre
At Chapter you'll find 3 cinemas, 1 restaurant,
2 bars, 1 theatre, 3 workshops, 3 galleries
and much, much more.
Join our free mailing list by rining 0222-396061
Chapter, Market Road, Canton, Cardiff.

She argued that unions are often too keen to
protect their own interests and forget the basic
issue. She felt that not all the blame for
discrimination rested with employers.
The.debate on disarmament looked at the
issue very much as part of the whole imbalance
of power, wealth and justice in the world. Rev.
Douglas Bale argued that nuclear weapons
drain resources away to the Northern
hemisphere, while surrogate battles between
the superpowers are fought out in the poor
countries of the Third World.
Greenham Common campaigner, Carole
Harwood, said that nuclear weapons was an
issue where we had to take the moral
responsibility for decisions on ourselves and
not delegate it to governments. She felt that,
once we did this, we would have no alternative
but to dispense completely with such horrific
instruments of destruction.
Marilyn Kemeny, NUJ

